In these experiments the genetic basis of larval competition in Drosophila melanogaster was investigated. Competitive ability was defined by a series of regression coefficients relating larval performance to their mono-and duo-culture densities. Sixteen inter-related F1 hybrids were individually compared with their parents, revealing the presence of large amounts of dominance and heterosis for the various competitive parameters, all directed towards improved competitive ability. Analysis of the F1 hybrids amongst themselves revealed that most of the heterosis was due to either interchromosomal interaction, or the complementing action of haploid autosomes and relatively little was due to any specific interaction between the homologues. The relevance of these results to the current understanding of heterosis is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
A frequent observation in competition experiments is that the performance of an F1 hybrid is generally superior to that of both parents (Robertson, 1960;  Lerner and Ho, 1961; Dawson, 1966) , an effect that even extends to crosses between different outbred populations (Vetukhiv, 1953; Brncic, 1954) .
The observed heterosis is probably due to the improved larval competitive ability of the F1, although the general absence of larval density control in these experiments makes it difficult to quantify such effects. The development of yield-density regression analyses of competition has provided better control over the conditions for measuring competition, particularly the density and the amount or supply of food (Suehiro and Ogawa, 1980; Mather and Caligari, 1981; Wright, 1981; Spitters, 1983; Watkinson, 1984) . The competitive influence of one individual on the performance of another individual (of the same or different genotype) is represented by the regression coefficients relating the average performance per individual to the mono-and duoculture densities of the various competitors. Four types of coefficient are produced. These are the absolute performance at a standard reference density (e-value); the effects of monoculture density on performance (intra-genotypic competition); the influence of a genotype on the performance of other genotypes (inter-genotypic pressure) and the sensitivity of a genotype to competition from other genotypes (inter-genotypic sensitivity) . Recent investigations into the genetic behaviour of these parameters (de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988c ) and the related parameters aggression (a) and response (r) (Mather and Caligari, 1988; Hemmat and Eggleston, 1988) have revealed, besides the usual additive variation, high levels of heterosis for intergenotypic pressure and to a lesser extent for the e-values, as well as considerable amounts of dominance for inter-genotypic sensitivity. All dominance and heterosis was directed towards a competitively superior genotype and appeared to be primarily linked to chromosomes U and 111, with a slight emphasis on chromosome III (de Miranda, 1987; de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988c; Mather and Caligari, 1988 ). The precise role of the X-chromosome is still unclear. Initial experiments have failed to locate any heterosis or dominance on the X-chromosome for any of the parameters and only marginal levels of additive variation (de Miranda, 1987; Mather and Caligari, 1988) . Although there is a good ecological reason for this (a strong competitive superiority for heterozygous females with respect to their hemizygous brothers would severely disrupt the sexratio), the data are, as yet, inconclusive. The presDepartment of Genetics and Microbiology, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, U.K. , and 25D from a T19-T25 set of substitution lines and 27A, 27B, 27C and 27D from a T5-T27 set of substitution lines). In the analysis of the F, hybrids g, describes the difference between T5 (solid) and T27 (dotted) derived haploid chromosomes (+g, for T5; -g, for T27), g2 the difference between T19 (white) and T25 (striped) derived haploid chromosomes (+g2 for T19; -g2 for T25) and s the difference between a T5/T19 or T27/T25 combination (+s) and a T5/T25 or a T19/T27 combination (-s).
ence of large amounts of heterosis for competitive ability prompted the present investigation. A group of inter-related, heterozygous genotypes were compared amongst themselves, so as to describe the nature of the dominance in greater detail and to assess the extent of variation among genotypes which are representative of those found in the outbred parental population. The adult flies in each vial were collected daily and were separated according to body colour, counted and weighed to the nearest 0'l mg. For each of the F, hybrids and the parental lines one monoculture density series (30, 60, 90 and 120 eggs/vial) and one duoculture density series [(30, 90), (60, 60) represents the effect that each individual of the associate genotype has on the performance of the indicator genotype. The magnitude of this effect can be ascribed either to the competitive strength of the associate genotype (inter-genotypic pressure) or to the competitive weakness of the indicator genotype (inter-genotypic sensitivity). In addition to these slopes the regression analysis also estimates the e value, representing the level of larval survival at the highest density (120, 0). Analysing the data for a genotype as indicator competitor produces estimates of its e-value, intra-genotypic competitive ability (c) and inter-genotypic sensitivity (CXy), while analysing the data with the genotype as associate competitor yields the estimate of its inter-genotypic pressure (Cy).
Although both pressure and sensitivity describe a genotype's inter-genotypic competitive ability, and appear to be functionally related (de Miranda, 1987; Hemmat and Eggleston, 1988 ) empirical correlation coefficients between the two are rarely significant, and the parameters behave as if independently distributed. The experimental design and analysis used here are discussed in detail by Mather and Caligari (1981) and de Miranda and Eggleston (1987) .
RESULTS
The performance of the 16 F1 hybrids and the parental lines are given in Figure 2 General pattern of dominance and heterosis for the 16 F1 hybrids when compared to their parents p1 (rows) and P2 (columns) . Data are presented for inter-genotypic pressure only. Full results for all four competitive parameters are given in table 1. Fig. 2(a) relates to the proportion of eggs surviving to adulthood, converted to angles (ps) and fig. 2 (b) to the mean adult weight (). A scale bar representing the standard deviation is included for each set of histograms. Significance levels for the dominance (*) or heterosis (**) deviations were determined at P<00l using (-tests. var (1/ ) 6-9893 x106 For each of the F1 hybrids an indication is given whether it deviates significantly from the mid-parental mean (* = dominance) and, where applicable, whether it also significantly exceeds the performance of the nearest parent (** = heterosis). Significance was determined at P <001 using t-tests. See also fig. 2 . character was inter-genotypic pressure ( fig. 2 and table 1(c)) both for survival and mean adult weight. Dominance, whether significant or not, was almost universally towards high inter-genotypic pressure. Since high pressure indicates competitive strength (Mather and Caligari, 1983) a) ) also show considerable levels of dominance, positive for survival (extending occasionally into heterosis) and negative for the mean adult weight. The e-values concern the absolute performance at the highest density and consequently a large e-value for survival is an indication of competitive strength. The e-value for the mean adult weight is thought to be related to the minimum larval pupation weight (de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988c ) and a low minimum pupation weight can be interpreted as a competitive asset (Bakker, 1961) . Estimates for intra-genotypic competition tend to deviate in the opposite direction to the e-values (de Miranda, 1987) and this is by and large reflected in table 1(b). These findings concur with previous reports for such competitive parameters (de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988c) and absolute performance in a limiting environment (Robertson, 1961; Sang, 1964 
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Estimates of the correlation between inter-genotypic pressure and inter-genotypic sensitivity (a) there was no significant correlation between these estimates, supporting the contention that they are, at least in part, independent of each other (de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988b; 1988c; Hemmat and Eggleston, 1988) . The 16 F1 hybrids can also be analysed amongst themselves by separating the general contributions of each haploid autosome (g) and the specific interaction between pairs of homologues (s) as shown in fig. 1 (the sex chromosomes are constant for all crosses). The recurrence of particular chromosome combinations means that there is a surplus of degrees of freedom after fitting the parameters. These can be used to test the significance of the residual variation, representing the interchromosomal interactions. The g and s parameters were estimated using a least squares analysis, and the residual variation was estimated as Xs= (01-E1)2/s2 where 0, and E. refer to the observed and expected estimates for each genotype, and s2 refers to the average error variance of the F1 hybrids.
Examination of fig. 1 indicates that a positive value for g1 represents a larger parameter estimate for the T5 derived chromosome than for the T27 derived chromosome. A similar argument applies to g2 when considering the T19 and T25 derived chromosomes. Thus, for those competitive parameters where a large value is indicative of competitive strength (inter-genotypic pressure and the e-value for larval survival) a positive g1 and g2 represent the competitive superiority of the T5 and T19 chromosomes over the T27 and T25 chromosomes respectively. Conversely, for those parameters where a low value represents competitive strength (inter-genotypic sensitivity and the e-value for the mean adult weight) a negative g1 and g2 represent competitive superiority of T5 and T19 over T27 and T25 respectively. Estimates of the total variation (X15)), the g and s deviations and the residual variation (x)) are shown in table 3. The T19 chromosome-Il and the T27 chromosome-lI are competitively superior to the T25 and T5 chromosomes respectively, although only the T19 effects are significant. The T19 chromosomeIll is competitively inferior to the T25 chromosome with respect to the e-values and inter-genotypic pressure, but superior with respect to intergenotypic sensitivity. The T5 chromosome-Ill is superior for most parameters to the T27 chromosome, although this is significant in only one case (e-value for larval survival). From these results it would appear that competitively desirable chromosomes, when considering their average effect in a range of heterozygous backgrounds, are dispersed throughout the inbred lines investigated here. Furthermore, the competitive parameters are (at least in part) under independent genetic control, since a chromosome may be simultaneously advantageous and disadvantageous, depending on which competitive parameter is investigated. These findings are in general agreement with previous reports (de Miranda and Eggleston, 1988c; Hemmat and Eggleston, 1988; Mather and Caligari, 1988) . Of special interest are the s interactions. These represent differences between the various homologue combinations and are therefore concerned with how the chromosomes interact to produce the F1 phenotype. Since they are generally not significant, unlike the g effects, the inference is that haploid homologues simply complement each other at those loci where their alleles differ, with little or no specific interaction between the alleles. Moreover, part of the s effect could be due to variation in the amount of genetic overlap between different homologue combinations. For example, if T27 shares more loci with T19 than with T25, or if T29 carries more increasing alleles than T25, then the linear contribution of T27 is greater in a T27/T25 combination than in a T27/T19 combination (assuming unidirectional dominance at all loci), which can lead to an s interaction. Despite the contribution of the individual chromosomes and the homologue interactions much of the variation between the hybrids remains unexplained (table 3) . This residual variation, represented by X9), is ascribed to interchromosomal interactions, primarily between All correlations are for 14 degrees of levels are given as *(o.os> P>001); *** (P<0001).
freedom. Significance ** (001> P> 0001); Analysis of the variation between the 16F1 hybrids. g1 ,g2 and s are as defined in fig. 1 , and refer to the differences between haploid homologues and their interaction. XI5) and x> refer to the variation between the 16 F1 hybrids before and after fitting the g and s parameters respectively, such that 49) represents the interaction between chromosomes II and III. The proportion of variation explained by the g and s parameters is also given. The standard error (s.c.) associated with the m, g and s parameters is based on either 112 degrees of freedom (e, c) or 52 degrees of freedom (c). The significances of the g and s parameters were determined using f-tests, and are given as * (005> P>001); ** (0.01> P>0001); (P<O.O01). e, CXX, CYX and Cxy refer to the e-values, intra-genotypic competition, intergenotypic pressure and inter-genotypic sensitivity respectively. chromosomes II and III. For inter-genotypic pressure and sensitivity, which describe a genotype's relative competitive ability, as much as 50 per cent (larval survival) and 80 per cent (mean adult weight) of the variation is due to interchromosomal interaction, as compared with only 25 per cent for the e-values and Cxx, which describe a genotype's response to environmental limitation. The reason for this distinction is not clear. However, epistasis is often implicated in the maintenance of genetic variation in populations where it can buffer the effects of selection, and as such it is interesting that interchromosomal interactions are especially prevalent for those parameters describing a genotype's inter-genotypic competitive ability. Finally, the proportion of variation that can be explained by the g and s parameters bears a striking resemblance to the midparental mean-F1 hybrid correlations in table 2(a). Both are in a sense heritability estimates, describing the performance of the F1 hybrid in relation to that of its parents or in terms of its own haploid chromosomes and inter-homologue interactions. Since the latter analysis essentially bypasses dominance by redefining it in terms of the complementing action of dispersed alleles, plus their interaction, the inference is that the bulk of non-heritable variation is due to the interactions between chromosomes, rather than due to dominance. Only for the e-value survival and the sensitivity (C) adult weight is there a marked difference between the two estimates, and the latter can be disregarded since neither the residual nor the total variation between the F1 hybrids is significant. In fact, this lack of variation between the F1 hybrids will cast doubt over the correlation coefficient as well.
DISCUSSION
Heterosis is believed to be due to a combination of gene dispersion and unidirectional dominance at most loci. The former ensures that the increasing and decreasing alleles are distributed between the parents, reducing the net additive effect whereas the latter ensures that at those loci for which the parents differ only the better allele is expressed in the F1 hybrid, which therefore carries more increasing loci than either parent. The extent of heterosis is therefore also dependent on the number of dissimilar loci between the parents, the importance of each locus and the difference between the alleles. Such comparisons are unique for each pair of parents and hence F1 performances cannot be completely predicted from the parental performances. This model of heterosis does assume that there is no specific interaction between the two alleles at each locus. Such interaction constitutes another explanation of heterosis and would suggest that heterozygosity per Se, irrespective of the effect of the individual alleles, is beneficial to the F1 hybrid.
Although this type of interaction was found in these experiments, as inter-homologue s effects, they were minor compared to the main contributions of the autosomal homologues. The presence of considerable amounts of interchromosomal
